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Foreword 

Founded in 1975, The Alternative Museum was conceived with 

a clear mandate to provide a professional showcase for artists who had 

been marginalized from the art world mainstream because of their race, 

gender or political ideology. 

During the past 23 years that mission has given the Alternative 

Museum its singular identity, that of a home for political a rt. 

Furthermore, because its doors were opened to all professional artists, 

many of which were not of European desecent, TAM also became the 

place to see the biting and penetrating works of artists who were 

disenfranchised from the mainstream art world because of their race. 

It should come as no s u rprise to the public, that we are 

presenting the works of Ok-Sang Lim. His exhibition, "In the Spirit of 

Resistance" i s  a perfect match for TAM, an institution which has 

encouraged Socio-political dialogue for so many years. 

The Minjung Movement, and in particular Lim's own art works 

were effective in creating change within the political life of Korea. 

Having a vision for social change and the courage to pursue it is never 

an easy task. Doing so in opposition to a powerful government 

adversary is even more difficult. 

Today, Ok-Sang Lim is a respecte d  artist, a member in good 

standing within the new Korean society. Economically, socially and 

politically, Korea is a rapidly evolving nation, It is by far the strongest 

mpporter of contemporary art in all  of Asia . By supporting Ok-Sang 
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Lim, the Korea Research institute for Contemporary Art demonstrates 

its wisdom and generosity. It has chosen a committed and courageous 

artist for its first showing in the United States. 

I would like to gratefully acknowledge Professor Yongwoo Lee, 

for bringing this exhibition to life with his enthusiasm and expertise. I 

have learned much from Professor Lee and hope to learn more in the 

future. I thank Eleanor Heartney T AM's guest curator for working so 

diligently on this exhibition and for introducing me to its key players, 

Professor Lee, and Ok-Sang Lim our exhibiting artist. Mr. Ho-Jae Lee 

of the Gana Art Institute was extremely helpful throughout this entire 

exhibition process and of course Ok-Sang Lim, for his courage, 

determination and art. It was a pleasure working with them. 

The power of the creative individual will always be with us. The 

role remains the same, it has not changed in millennia. Ok-Sang Lim, 

may the force be with you for many years to come. 

Geno Rodriguez 
President 
Board of Trustees 
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Speaking Protest in Tongues: Ok Sang Lim in Context 

Amei Wallach 

W 
ithin weeks of the death of Stalin, in the Spring of 1953, 

art that his regime had banned and official artists had 

heckled began to appear on the walls of Soviet museums 

and in traveling exhibitions from abroad: Monet, Renoir, Goya, 

Daumier, Kathe Kollwitz. Within two years the Hermitage was touring 

paintings by Cezanne, Matisse, Degas and Picasso that it had for years 

been obliged to conceal. 

Socialist Realism remained the official - and officially enforced -

method of art making, but scattered groups of artists began making art 

outside the system. For decades they had been cut off from what the 

artist Ilya Kabakov calls the great stream of art history. And so, 

naturally, they concluded that all good art resided in Western 

traditions. 

"For us the positive idea about the West is that it is paradise. 

Why? This paradise is not about the auto, or the standard of living, but 

about the flow of art history. That stream flows only in the West.110

Artists in dissent against the regime, or merely in rejection of it, 

took the position that if the art of the West was paradise, the road to 

hell lay in the Socialist Realist doctrine which demanded that they 

worship at the pallette of the 19th century naturalist llya Repin, as 

interpreted by the Soviet dream. Since Soviet doctrine defined 
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Modernism as dangerous and debased, Modernism became the language 

of the underground and of dissent. 

In South Korea in the early 1980s, the situation was exactly 

reversed. In South Korea, Modernism did not carry the full coercion of 

a central bureacracy behind it as Socialist Realism did in the USSR. 

Even so, Modernism was the designated prevailing artistic language of 

the Korean art establishment, particularly in the form of Minimalist 

abstraction. Modernism was an unwelcome import from the West, 

whose culture had already colonized and debased Korea's own aesthetic 

forms and social structures. Modernism was hell, and the way an artist 

could best critique and protest the system was through a form that 

Modernism disdained: narrative realism, together with the excavated 

remains of Korean tradition. 

The art of protest by its very nature is an Oedipal art; it is in 

rebellion against authority and the pernicious status-quo. Very often, 

one generation's protest through realism becomes the next generation's 

repudiation through Modernism, and on and on. In Russia, for instance, 

Repin himself, with his specifically observed naturalism, was in revolt 

against the high-minded obfuscations of the Academy in the late 19th 

century. The 20th century brought Malevich, Rodchenko and the 

Russian Avant-Garde with its roots in French Cubism and Italian 



Futurism. From Russia itself came the Avant-Garde's sectarian zeal to 

pronounce all other art movements obsolete in the same way that the 

Communist Revolution was declaring all other political forms 

reactionary. 

Clearly, the art of power is not always Realist and the art of 

protest is not always Modernist. However, because the three Axis 

powers - Italy, Germany and the Soviet Union - adopted some form of 

realism as their official art in the 1930s, the Cold War assumption in 

the United States during the second half of the twentieth century, has 

been that politically loaded realist art equals totalitarian art, and that 

Modernism equals freedom of expression. 

In fact, this was never wholly the case, even in Europe - even in 

1937, the year in which Albert Speer's German Pavilion and Boris 

Iofan's Soviet Pavilion faced off against the rest of the world at the 

Paris International. It is true that realism was the prevailing style in the 

German and the Russian Pavilions, but Ambrosi's Futurist "Portrait of 

Benito Mussolini with view of Rome behind" had pride of place in the 

Italian exhibition. 

There was an ·even more mixed and conflicting message in the 

Spanish Pavilion, in which the Republican government - at that 

moment in civil war against Franco and his German -backed Fascist 

forces -asserted its internationalism and free spirit. The centerpiece of 

the Spanish Pavilion was Picasso's "Guernica," an emblem of the 

emotional possibilities of post-Cubism. On the other hand, the Cubist 

sculptor Julio Gonzalez at the last minute decided to replace his 

"Woman Before a Mirror," a characteristic totem of dynamically 

balanced abstract forms, with " La Montserrat," a more realistically 

readable and impassioned three dimensional peasant woman.2l
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Gonzalez was not so much in revolt against the prevailing idiom 

of Modernism and his own Cubist leanings as he was intent on 

providing the crowds who attend international festivals with a 

recognizable emblem of human suffering with which they could 

empathize. And that is at least one impulse behind the realist art of Ok 

Sang Lim and his compatriots in the Korean Minjung -People's Art -

movement. 

It is only in recent decades that Western art critics have been 

able to look beyond their own assumptions to the realities of the world 

outside the European center. But increasingly it is becoming clear how 

burdensome the yoke of European Modernism has been in parts of the 

world to which it seems foreign and imposed. That certainly appears to 

be the case for Minjung artists -and for other non-Western artists who 

reject the roles of both provincial imitation and colonial obeisance. 

The Minjung artists had something to say about a regime that oppressed 

its own people and they wanted to say it in a manner that would at 

once hit a nerve, bypass the invidious invasion of culture from the 

West, and reconnect Korea to its past. 

As it happened, by the 1980s, movements such as Minjung had 

their counterparts in the West. Western artists too, as early as the 

1960s, were in revolt against the absolutes of Modernism and interested 

in reconnecting to the past. Their Postmodern strategy was to question, 

doubt, include and appropriate. Led by the Feminist movement, artists 

whom white male-dominated Modernism had relegated to the fringes 

began to make their presence felt through narrative painting, 

performance and a narrative forrn of Conceptualism. Narrative 

Conceptualism, as we shall call it, is the equivalent of socially - engaged 

realism in that it is both theatrical and accessible. 



With Postmodernism, for the first time, artists in the West and 

outside it share a common s trategy, flexible enough to accommodate 

itself to varying situations and techniques. Thus, Ok Sang Lim's 1984-

85 "Modern History of Africa" shares its disjunctive approach with a 

painting such as Ida Applebroog's 1987 "Rainbow Caverns." Both 

artists interrupt the narrative with pictures-within - pictures that make 

ironic commentary on the main event. Thus, Applebroog's active and 

passive, young and old women may dominate the painting, but the 

groups of men in suits comment upon where power in fact resides. Urn's 

terrified and starving black masses are intercut with scenes of diplomats 

carving up their world at the conference table, and white men in suits 

in collusion with police. 

The dramatic confrontation of his 1991 "Cross Made of Bamboo 

Spear," in which a Korean shaman bears a bamboo cross, shares its 

outrage at such contradictions with Adrain Piper's 1985 photo-collage, 

"Ur - Mutter #5." In Piper's work a photograph of an African woman 

holding her starving child occupies the left side of the work; an affluent 

American mother hugging her son is on the right. Lim's freedom to 

scour styles, materials, symbols and subjects in order to clothe his 

message in whatever form i s  appropriate shares a common fecundity 

with Bruce Nauman's tour of sculpture, video, film and installation to 

get his highly moralistic point across. 

The Korean generation that has followed Urn's has taken from 

his the possibilities of social criticism. Instead of a repressive military 

regime, their art dissects a society in which women are so little valued 

that girl babies are still sometimes aborted, and tradition is at war with 

rampant materialism. Jeong Hwa Choi makes obstreperous sculptural 

objects and installations out of such materials as rotting food and 
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souvenir stall glitz. Soo Ja Kim sews or bundles the brightly quilted bed 

covers of her mothers' generations to make installations that evoke the 

condition of Korean women, caught between past and promise. 

Think of counterparts in the U.S.: the African-American artist 

David Hammons prowling the Harlem streets for found objects with 

which to create biting and hilarious finger-pointing sculptures and 

installations. Or the Puerto Rican-American artist Pep6n Osorio, 

shopping for ceramic gewgaws and cloth flowers with which to make 

installations that reveal the lives behind the stereotypes of Hispanics in 

America. 

Perhaps this is only a short moment in which artists of all stripes 

in all political and national situations - first world and emerging, West 

and East - can talk back and forth through a common vocabulary. 

Perhaps Postmodernist strategy, too, will soon come to seem colonial 

and imposed. At the end of this bloody and discouraging century, in 

which unbridled savagery has been the most common outcome of 

utopian dreams, however, there is a certain poignancy in the shared 

belief that art has any power to make a difference. Fortunately, artists 

such as Ok Sang Lim continue to believe it. The form will take care of 

itself. 

1. Kabakov in conversation with the author, 10/19/91 

2. Dawn Ades, David Elliott, Tom Benton, Art and Power : Europe Under the Dictators 

(1930-1945) (London: Thames and Hudson, 1995) 
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Miniung Art in Context 

Yongwoo Lee 

T
he 1980s is an important transition period in contemporary art 

history. It was a period of questions being raised and answered 

about changes in comtemporary art in Korea, about the very 

role of art in society during a period when most currents in 

contemporary art, which had been heavily influenced by Wes tern 

movements, were becoming paralyzed. What were the catalysts for this 

transition? Many can certainly be traced to sweeping political social 

changes during the sixties and seventies, as well as human rights issues 

and various social realities reflecting the influence of a military 

dictatorship on a developing country. But, it is my conclusion that the 

true impetus for developments within contemporary art in Korea can be 

attributed to Minjung art. 

Minjung art has become a proper noun in Korea and is the name 

used to classify the art. It can be differentiated from socialist realism, 

peoples art or mass art. Minjung art arose in the context of common, 

popular culture in the early eighties. The first syllable of word min 

means the people and jung means the many. Together, the word 

Minjung denoted the masses or the common people. Though until the 

nineteenth century baeksung or min was used to denote the people, 

Chae-ho Shin historian in late nineteenth century brought the word 

into the common cultural context. 
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As Korea's military government drew to a close in 1980, 

Minjung art began with artists formation of a group called Reality and 

Utterance. Their objective was launched from the passive attitude of 

artistic expression and sensibility to confronting Korean history's reality 

at hand. The group focused on overcoming the impermeability of the 

conventional art world and the rigid order which went against the 

people. It endeavor to create audience participation and increasing 

understanding of art, at the same time, placing art within the context of 

politics. In ideology, critical realism, revolutionary realism, progressive 

realism, and factional realism, which called for the leadership of 

ideology to rest with the factional art movement developed. Minjung art 

can thus be divided into the following parts: the first stage from 1980 to 

1984, when the first small group movements for Minjung art took place, 

the second from 1985 to 1989, when artists group building grew to 

national proportions, and the third from 1990 to 1994, when through 

creative efforts, a progressive art mode was developed.') 

The beginning of Minjung art, as seen in The Federation of 

Korea, peoples Artists( the Minjung Art Association) chartered in 

November 1985, has more of a basis on the attitude of resistance. It 

emphasizes free culture against the dictatorial power structure riddled 

with foreign influence and foreign culture, rather than intense focus on 



the subject of minjung or the people. This is not only evidenced in 

Minjung art, but is a tendency of the cultural efforts of the 1980s in 

literature and seen as well in theatre which brings forth the people's 

cultural movement. 

The pre-history of the Minjung movement can be read in the 

phenomenon of Realism of the Chosun Dynasty, Real Nature landscape 

painting, the Donghak Revolution, the 4.19 Student Uprising against 

dictatorship of 1960, as well as in the small realism group movements 

discussed by a number of art critics in the 1960s. However, the true 

beginning of Minjung art can be seen as the group that met in 1979 and 

had the first exhibition in 1980 called Reality and Utterance. The group 

began with the participation of four critics and eight artists. The 

number, as many as four critics taking part in the group is remarkable. 

The group put the focus on reempowering art as well as countering the 

systematic art world, objectives they laid plainly in their objectives as 

stated for the first exhibition. 

· · · Existing art, whether conservative and traditional or avantgarde

and experimental, exists to cater to the worldly taste of the leisure class 

In addition, it insists on the coercive isolation of the arena of art, and 

fails to uncover the isolated inward reality of the individual. l) 

As the group's name reflects, their idea is that political and 

social realities must be part of arts context. Lim Ok-sang, one of the 

founding members of the group, mentioned this at a seminar. 

There must be a deliberation of who the subject is as the existence of 

the subject is important. Who is life's subject, reality's subject? If the 

non-management, proletarian class, then does it necessarily mean 

minjung, or the people. What exactly is minjung ?3) 

Reality and Utterance prepared a sixteen artist exhibition for a 
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week from October 17 to 23, 1980, at the Art Hall of Korea Culture 

and Arts Foundation. However, on the day of the opening, the 

Foundation abruptly canceled the exhibition. The government 

organization chose to close down the critical exhibition in a reflection 

of the martial law of the times. The exhibition did open a month later 

that year in Dongsanbang Gallery in Seoul. 

Reality and Utterance was followed by many similar groups as 

Minjung art gathered force in the 1980s. The Imsulnyon group started in 

1980 and from a basis of hyper-realism dramatized the historical reality 

and the allegorical reality of the times. In addition, Young Awareness, 

Intersection, Action Group Exhibition, Doorung, and Kwangju Year 2000 

began with similar objectives and began to express reality in different 

ways. They worked towards a new context of the times through banter, 

ridicule, satire, and denunciation in the eighties. They concentrated 

efforts on truthfully showing the lives of laborers, farmers, the indigent 

who suffered under the power of military dictatorship which crushed 

the efforts for democracy, as seen in the 1980 Kwangju Uprising and 

the following victimization. 

The spreading of Minjung art occurred through the use of many 

different genres including painting, sculpture, photography, folk 

painting, printmaking, and crafts. It was contrived positively to be an 

aid to democracy through encouragement of people's participation in 

art. The purposeful actions of the artists, intellectuals, and their 

perspective permeated Minjung art as it was spread to the people. 

Because of this, there was quite a gap between the reality of the lives of 

the people and what intellectuals saw as reality. The need was for artists 

to partake of the lives of the people in order to set off the people's "self

motivated democracy" through the people. In places like Kwangju, a 



COLOR PAPER, l l l x246cm, Oil on Canvas · Acrylic, 1980 

citizen's art school 41opened, and a printmaking studio and traditional

craft workshops started, creating the first efforts toward more popular 

art production by the people themselves. Among these, "Kwangju 

Liberal Artist's Association" and Doorung took off on the principles to 

perform in the proletariats setting and created art in mines and farming 

areas. The main goal was to develop an artistic vocabulary able to 

reflect the realities of the people. Following this line of thought, Korea's 
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traditional kut, or shamanistic ritual became part of the vocabulary of 

performance. In addition, folk painting was a favored medium in the 

area of painting. 

Minjung art's hanging painting and mural painting stood out as a 

departure from more traditional vehicles of expression. The hanging 

printings were executed each time a new social issue came to the fore. 

The works were hung on the buildings or specially framed works were 



FIRE IN THE FIELD, 129 x 305cm, Chinese ink ·Acrylic, 1979 

made for instigational rallies. Huge banner paintings appeared in the 

form of artworks for reunif ication efforts and take part in the 

exhibitions such as "anti-torture movement." Many artists collaborated 

to create large works. The group Doorung brought people's art to a new 

functional  level. The ir banner art which is a developed form of 

Buddhist paintings and folk arts had a special visual effect in being used 

as the visual focus of various meetings. Banner art was less a reflection 
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of an artistic motive than an vehicle for clearly relaying the place and 

objective of the movement. 

Mural paintings of local people came to influence Minjung art in 

the beginning of the 1980s. Previous wall painting had remained an 

environmental beautification. But Minjung art is credited for bringing it 

into the vocabulary of the art movement. Minjung mural art movement 

covered large commerc ial  building walls, even wa lls at penal 



institutions, artists studio outer - walls, as well as fence walls at 

universities. Works with an anti - Establishment tendency were often 

erased by the authorities, but, those that call for sentiment of peoples 

discipline and good citizenship still remain. 

Mural art and hanging paintings were two major vehicles 

utilized by the Minjung a rtist s .  They were the most effective 

communication method among other forms of art in increasing the 

public's unders tanding. Also, as thes e  mediums called for the 

collaboration of many artists, it encouraged artist's cooperation and 

created an opportunity for study and disseminating new techniques. 

The clear objectives, as a reaction to the decaying status of 

politics and society in the 80s and the closed state of the conventional 

art world, as well as a sense of the desired audience, put strength behind 

the resistant mode of Minjung art. The resulting aesthetic popularism or 

the promotion of arts role in society, and the partial triumph of the 

realism aesthetics, are of importance in the establishment of the 

outlines of Korean contemporary art of the eighties. The birth and 

expansion of Minjung art overtumed the artistic mold of the western 

inheritance, or formalism and conceptualism that had developed until 

the seventies. In the sixties, artistic expression through the American 

labeled modes of pop art, minimalism, and conceptual art, as well as the 

lnformalism of Europe among others, brought criticism that the works 

were imitations or at most, borrowings. In contrast, Korean art of the 

1980-90 gained a new impetus with having to deal with the problems 

posed by cultural identity and tradition reclaiming. 

Minjung art lead to art's socialization, politicizati on, 

popularization, and the turning toward realism through the eighties, 

beginning with the creation of a vocabulary of the people and the 
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refining of character through art within the real arena. With the 

passage of time, Minjung artists faced criticism from more extreme 

groups for having become the establishment. Art  works lacking a 

precocity were also produced, being improvisatory, and disconnected. 

Especially in the nineties, with the beginning of the civilian 

government, the loss of a structural target went as far as to cause a 

withdrawal phenomenon. It was the obstacle created by the over

involvement of art with politics. Minjung artists shifted focus from 

criticism of government to pursue issues involving social structure, 

tackling issues like the environment, tradition, and the systematic 

contradictions within society. Korean Minjung art is showing 

inflexibility in its inability to take in the elements of the changing 

reality of the times. By contrast, in this global era, these are being 

expressed in western political art, which goes beyond the context of 

modernism to multi-culturalism, feminism, eclecticism, and pluralism, 

among others. 

Among the Minjung artists, some are beginning to adapt to the 

culture of exhibitions, while other artists have grown to be warmly 

received by the art market. This brings up the question of whether 

resistance or the character of the avantgarde can exist for long in 

capitalist society. At the same time, it illustrates rebellion and 

resistance can themselves become commodities. 

From the mid - eighties, Minjung art had the effect of creating a 

meeting between Korean contemporary art and humanism. Some of the 

works chose to reflect a shallow humanity for show, taking advantage of 

the current of post - modernism to attack the context of modernism. 

However, the humanized art, where the language of popular art meets 

the reality of the people, becomes an important issue of culture 



production. At the same time, the attitude of looking squarely at 

problems like the environment, feminism, and the collapsing 

countryside resulting from the Uruguay Round, grew to be the subject 

of not only the Minjung artists, but of all artists in the nation. In 

particular, the attitude of these artists was a critical factor in clarifying 

Korean art in its unique angle on politics and society as the last 

remaining divided nation in the world. 

Ok-sang Lim is one of the initiators of the group Reality and 

Utterance, the beginning Minjung art. He is a living witness of Korea's 

reality since the eighties and his art goes beyond the simple reflection 

of political issues. With an independence it stands out, bearing the 

details of his emotional reaction to first hand experience. He worked as 

a representative of The Federation of Korea, peoples Artists (the 

Minjung Art Association) the Minjung artists group. 

Lim's works have two main themes and structural modes. The 

first is resistance art that shows the artist's personal defiance to the 

contradictions of politics and society. The second is work that pertains 

to the experimentation of his realism aesthetics through the subject 

matter of the people. His language of defiance includes the use of strong 

images in painting to illustrate sensitive reactions to Korea's political 

realities of the eighties. "Earth" and "Fire" series as well as the paintings 

on "Modem History of Africa" series are on exhibit at the Alternative 

Museum. The paintings are a look back from the present to the long 

term suffering of Africa under colonialism. These works of the early to 

mid - eighties bring to the fore issues of autonomy, human rights, and 

the human dilemma that fester beneath the cause of progress that third 

world or developing countries face. In particular, the "Earth" series sets 

the motif of the body as the land which has been abused in the cause of 
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civilization. The "Fire" series delivers the image of the land aflame with 

natures resistance and righteousness. Within this same period, his 

obstinate lampooning of Korea's military despots created controversy 

each time he exhibited. 

1. Ji-chang Chung "Minjung Art in the People's Culture Movement," exhibition 

catalogue, Fifteen Years ofMinjung Art, Life & Dream Publishing, 1994, p.259 

Z Bummo Youn "Towards Minjung Art," Science, Philosophy and Culture, 1990 

p.538 

3 Bummo Youn "Towards Minjung Art," Science, Philosophy and Culture, 1990, 

p.540 

4. Dong-suk Won "The New Wave of Art in the Eighties" exhibition catalogue,

Fifteen Years ofMinjung Art, Life & Dream Publishing, 1994, p.ZO 
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SEWAGE, 211 x 137cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 1982 
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NEWS PAPER. 300 x 138cm, Paper Collage · Oil on Canvas, 1980 
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FIRE, l 26 x 126cm, Oil on Canvas, 1979 
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PORTRAIT OF OUR TIMES, 120 x67cm, Paper Relief · Acrylic, 1986 
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WAY HOMP - n . 270 x l 80cm, Paper Relief, 1983 
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CROSS OF BNv\BOO SPEAR, 31 x 20cm, Acrylic on Cloth, 1991 
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Strength from the Earth: The Art and Politics of Ok Sang Lim 

Eleanor Heartney 

M 
y first encounter with the works of Ok Sang Lim took 

place in 1990 during my first visit to Korea. It was a time 

of great change. In the wake of an astounding economic 

surge, Korea was scrambling to enter the international community. The 

military government remained in place, but its opposition to dissidence 

was softening in the face of world scrutiny. There was a sense that 

things which had not been possible before might be possible now. 

I extended my trip an extra day to attend an exhibition of fifty 

young Korean artsits at the Seoul Arts Center Museum. The official 

opening was the next day, but the director, an idealistic young man 

named Bummo Youn let me wander through the sprawling show as 

artists and crew put finishing touches on the installation. The 

exhibition's curators, had arranged the artists in groups which 

represented five distinctive directions in contemporary Korean art. 

Among the most intriguing to me was a gallery devoted to 

Minjung - People's Art - the political art movement that was then a 

decade old in Korea. Amid the pointed political cartoons, earth - toned 

sculptures of sturdy peasants and scenes of mayhem and carnage, I was 

struck by a small painting of two middle aged Korean men, one of 

whom was washing the feet of the other. This, I was informed was the 

work of Ok Sang Lim, a leading Minjung artist, and he was depicting 
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the cozy relationship between the president and former president - both 

of whom had been implicated in the rnilitary's massacre of unarmed 

demonstrators in the southern city of Kwangju. 

I left the exhibition and headed back to New York. Later I 

learned that the inclusion of Minjung works in this exhibition had 

proved quite controversial, and that the catalogue had been withheld 

from distribution 

Of course, by Korean standards of the time, this uproar was very 

mild. Ten years earlier, at the height of the social and political 



upheaval that gave birth to Minjung, such work would never have been 

allowed to appear in a government sponsored exhibition space in the 

first place. 

The postscript to this story is evidence of how quickly things 

can change in contemporary Korea. Today, just seven years later, both 

these presidents are in jail, one having narrowly escaped a death 

sentence, for their roles in the bloody suppression of a citizen protest in 

Kwangju, Korea in 1980 and for the rampant economic corruption 

which took place under their regimes. In their place is a democratically 

elected president who had served time in jail for his dissident views 
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during the previous regime. The Minjung movement meanwhile, 

recently received a full dress welcome in a major exhibition organized 

by the Government sponsored National Museum of Contemporary Art. 

And Ok Sang Lim is now recognized as one his country's leading 

artisits. Recently I had the opportunity to view this little painting again 

in Lim's cluttered, bustling studio outside Seoul. It was surrounded by 

works that ran the gamut of concems - pointedly political caricatures of 

Korean leaders, haunting paintings of the ravaged Korean countryside, 

three dimensional paper pulp sculptures celebrating the continuing 

strength of the Korean peasantry. Meanwhile, catalogues and posters 

attested to his broader political interests, the most notable being a 

monumental panorama of African h istory from the pre-colonial era to 

the present. 

At a moment when questions about the relationship between 

art and society are increasingly murky in the United States, Lim's body 

of work is striking for its range, its depth and the strength of its 

conviction. It provides a model for an art whose passion for justice is as 

clear as cry against the night sky. 

And it suggests how art forged in a moment of national crises 

can m ature in order to respond to political circumstances less 

intelligible than those which gave it birth. As a result, it offers food for 

thought for those who argue that art and politics are irrelevant to each 

other. 

This essay, and the exhibition which it accompanies, only begin 

to suggest the sweep of this remarkable artist's vision. The child of 

farmers,  Lim has an instinctive sympathy for the weak and 

disempowered. But he does not allow sentimentality to blind him to the 

large, impersonal social and political forces that have created situations 



of gross inequities within and outside Korea. His work takes on huge 

issues - the impact of industrialization on an agrarian economy, the 

consequences of colonialism, the psychological and economic costs of 

social displacement, but he gives them a human face. 

Lim was born in 1950 in Puyo, Chungchongnarndo and 

attended Seoul National University. At  that time, the curriculum of  

Seoul National was dominated by the so-called Korean Monochrome 

Movement which is sometimes compared to Western minimalism and 

which was resolutely non political. Along with a group of like minded 

Movement artists, Lim was already experimenting with a more socially 

relevant vision of art when the events of 1980 galvanized them into 

action. In what has come to be known as the Kwangju Massacre, 

soldiers under the direction of the military government killed a still 

undetermined number of unarmed civilians who were demonstrating for 

democracy in the town of Kwangju. 

Defying threats of arrest and blackballing from University 

teaching jobs, Lim and his fellow activists began to organize exhibitions 

of Minjung Art. Minjung took on a number of manifestations, 

including easel paintings, murals, photography, cartoons and posters. 

Artists worked in a realist mode, which in Korea of the early 1980s, was 

a political statement in itself. 

Realism had been taboo since end of Japanese occupation 

because it had become identified, first with the Japanese who had 

introduced Western realism to Korea, and then with the Communist 

regimes of China and North Korea. 

Anti-realism, by contrast, was seen as anti communism. Lim 

notes that the Minjung artists were not supporters of North Korea's 

communist regime. However, they could not fail to notice certain 
.A.. A PINE TREE, 37 x 36.5cm, Paper Relief, 1996 

<ill INSIDE AND OUTSIDE, 72.5 x52.5cm, Paper Relief, 1996 
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WASHING THE FOOT, 90 x 160cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 1987 
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similarities in the way that the governments of both Koreas controlled 

their people. 

Minjung artists wanted to make unambiguous statements about 

Korea's political and social problems. They turned to such models as 

the Mexican muralists, American figuration of the 1930s and 40s, 

especially artists like Raphael Soyer, Jack Levine and Thomas Hart 

Bent on, to the heroic statements of the artists of the French 

Revolution, and to their own tradition of Korean folk art. While some 

Minjung artists were not able to transcend the didactic tendencies of 

social realism, others produced emotionally wrenching pictorial 

statements that bring the victims of unchecked power into compelling 

focus. 

Lim's work belongs to the latter category. His work throughout 

the eighties often has a pointed anger as he stirs our indignation over 

the injustices and abominations visited on man and nature. More 

recently, in the wake of Korea's peaceful transition from military 

dictatorship to democracy, Lim has turned his attention toward those 

who are being left out of Korea's economic miracle and who bear the 

brunt of modernization and internationalization. 

Lim was raised in the Korean countryside, and he retains an 

abiding love of the land and the way of life it engenders. In most recent 

paper pulp works, he focuses on the conflict of spiritual values in 

modern Korea as  a village way of  life disappears under the developer's 

bulldozer. 

In 1984, escaping the unrest in Korea, Lim spent two years near 

Bordeaux in southern France. He discovered that it was not possible to 

deal directly with the Korean s ituation in a foreign land. Searching for 

another framework for his concerns, he became aware of the quiet 
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presence of African Blacks in France. This served as inspiration for an 

epic work. 

Lim's "Modern History of Africa" took two years to complete 

and stretches nearly 150 feet in completed length. It offers a mythic 

vision of a continent which he has never personally visited. In Lim's 

hands, Africa becomes a metaphor for the destructive side effects of 

modernization. He pulls us slowly through a narrative which begins 

with scenes of peaceful, precolonial Africa and moves on to depict 

tribal warfare, the establishment of colonial governments and the 

economic exploitation by European colonists. 

Scenes of conflict give way to the erection of modern cities, the 

displacement of rural population to the outskirts of urban centers and 

the development of the apartheid system in South Africa. He follows 

the immigration of African Blacks to France, where they find 

themselves again on the outskirts of society and exposes the game of 

chess played by world leaders as they divide up the third world among 

themselves. 

In this mesmerizing work, Lim juxtaposes scenes of plenty and 

privation, revealing the links between social and economic realities 

which are usually kept physically separate so as not to disturb the 

privileged few who benefit from these arrangements. 

He paints his powerful images in hollucinogenic colors which 

enhance their emotional heat. Thus, intense red underlies his depiction 

of starving peasants and military installations, while a bucolic green 

dominates both early scenes of the pre-colonial idyll and the manicured 

lawns of South Africa's ruling class. An icy blue attends the new 

African cities and the deliberations of world leaders who manipulate 

the global masses. Brown brings us back to earth, however much 



tortured and disfigured by modernization. 

The panoramic format which Lim had adopted for this work 

pays homage to traditional oriental scroll painting. But even more, it 

suggests the telescoping and compressing of time and space which is the 

mark of modem cinema. Filmic devices like montage, quick cuts, close 

ups and overviews heighten the intensity of the narrative. 

Certain vignettes stand out with an exceptional clarity. In one 

episode the pointed shells of bombs and missiles mingle with discarded 

Coke cans in a lush primeval swamp. Later, two contrasting night 

scenes describe the inequities in modem Africa. White teenagers mill 
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around a fountain in an ultra modem city while police in horseback 

unobtrusively keep order in the distance. This fades into a view of a 

township where a lone prostitute lingers near the door of a bare shack 

as men in riot gear police the street. 

Though Lim deals with Africa in such scenes, he suggests that 

similar problems can be found in Korea, or in any developing nation. 

Few Koreans can forget how they suffered under the colonial yoke of 

the Japanese. Today, for many the yoke has become an economic one. 

Earlier this year labor strikes erupted in Korea when the government 

pushed through legislation abolishing previously established job and 

wage guarantees in the name of global competition. 

Thus, though the specifics may be different than those detailed 

in "A Modem History of Africa", today's Korea remains shaped by a 

scramble for economic prosperity which has created sharp divisions 

between haves and have-nots. And despite the current government's 

more reform oriented program, it remains a place where those in power 

do not hesitate to exert it to protect their prerogatives. 

Another group of paintings in this exhibition express a warning 

about the dangers of heedless development. For Lim, the earth serves as 

a metaphor for the state of grace that: comes from living in harmony 

with nature. This harmony is currently threatened by Korea's relentless 

drive toward progress. Americans are only now coming to terms with 

the economic, spiritual and environmental consequences of  

urbanization and industrialization, but in contemporary Korea such 

consciousness is still very rare. 

For instance, "Earth IV" from 1980 belongs to a series of works 

which depict a wounded earth bleeding red. In the upheaval that 

followed the bloody crackdown on the Kwangju rebellion, public 



security police confiscated several paintings, including this one, as 

inflammatory works. The brilliant red of the bleeding earth was read by 

officialdom as a covert statement of sympathy with communism. But 

distance reveals that this work actually expresses one of Lim's ongoing 

themes - the rage of the primal earth at the violations it has suffered at 

the hands of man. 

Similarly, in "Fire"(l980) the ominous glow of a rim of fire on 

horizon threatens placidity of countryside. "Sewage", from 1982, shows 

a city turned red by contamination from man's own effluence. 

The 1983 "Barley Field" reintroduces a human presence. Here, a 

field of barley stretches across the foreground of the painting like a 

golden sea. However, the idyll is shattered by the ominous figures of a 

group farmers who emerge, half hidden, from the glowing harvest. They 

recall the traditional village guardian figures who rise here in rebellion 

against the implacable forces which are destroying an ancient way of 

life. 

Other works focus more explicitly on human life. "Way Home" 

from 1984, is an early paper relief which evokes the sense o f  

displacement that characterizes modern Korea. Somber brown tones 

suffuse this crowd of weary country people who must travel daily by bus 

to jobs in nearby cities. 

"Newspaper," a work from 1980, is a bitter comment on the 

complicity of the media with Korea's military government. Especially in 

1980, when the government was at its most repressive, newspapers 

represented the official version of reality. For those seeking real 

information, Lim suggests, the newspaper is thus completely useless. 

Instead it is more functional as fuel, toilet paper or cigarette rolling 

paper. .A TREE· l. l 30 x l 30cm, Acrylic on Canvas, 1978 

"""TOME OF NAM;)U KIM, 40 x 20 x53cm, Colored Soil, 1994 
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Other works reveal further aspects of contemporary Korean life. 

A 1986 paper relief entitled "Portrait of our times" is in fact a self 

portrait of the artist as a Korean every man. He dons a succession of 

costumes - first army uniform, uniform of the miliary reserve corps, then 

business suit and finally, as an older man, back to the reserve. Thus Lim 

suggests that the course of a male Korean's life is ever conditioned by 

the unresolved hostilities that continue to divide the North of the 

country from the South. 

Recent works use paper pulp to evoke the red earth that Lim 

still views as the source life and Korean vitality. "Thrusting Earth" from 

1994, was created to commemorate the centennial of the Donghak 

peasants revolution. This failed peasant's rebellion was brutally 

suppressed by the Korean government at the beginning of the Japanese 

occupation, and served as an important inspiration for the formation of 

the Minjung movement a century later. 

This work, a mix of mud, pigment and paper pulp, was created 

on a winter field, and literally became part of the earth as the rice roots 

began to poke through its surface in early spring. The imprint of figures 

on this earthen skin engenders a double reading. We may read these 

shallow imprints as burial sites or as empty husks left by beings born of 

mud. 

A similar spirit animates the 1994 paper sculpture "Nam Ju 

Kim". This work is a memorial to a poet friend of the artist who died in 

1994. Known for both his political poetry and for his political activism, 

Kim spent ten years in jail for anti-government acts. Here he is reborn, 

bursting from the earth, the source of his poetry. 

"Cross with Bamboo Spear" r efers to another activist poet, Chi 

Ha Kim. Kim wrote about the subterfuge practiced by peasants in the 

RISING lAND, 300 x 500 x200cm, Poper Relief, 1994 
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wake of the Donghak rebellion, when many hid their revolutionary 

agendas under the cover of Catholicism, the religion of the ruling class. 

Here the peasant holds a cross made of bamboo, which may yet serve as 

a weapon if necessary. 

And finally, "Forgotten History" is a homage to Woon Hyung 

Yo, a politician who in 1945, argued against the divisive ideological 

battles which ultimately forced the separation of Korea into two 

warring countries. Here his face is almost submerged by the flotsam and 

jetsam of daily life, truly a victim of historical amnesia. 

In South Korea today, questions of history remain paramount as 

the nation grapples with internal and external changes which were 

unimaginable even a decade ago. Signs of transformation include the 

fact that a former dissident now occupies the Presiderrt's post and that 

Minjung has been fully accepted by the Korean art establishment. 

For some Minjung artists, this has led to an identity crisis. What 

is Minjung's purpose, now that the military government which formed 

its raison d'etre has been ousted from power? Is there no longer a need 

for the kind of protest art which has sustained the movement since 

1980? 

Lim cautions against complacerrcy. "Even this validated 

government is not doing enough for working class," he argues. 

Reviewing the shifts that his own art is currently undergoing, he adds, 

"When the military had a simple way to control the people, artists had 

a simple message. Now the forms of control are much more 

sophisticated, so art must be also." 





MODERN HISTORY OF AFRICA - I (detail), 150 x l 052cm, Acrylic on Paper, 1984-85 
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On Ok-Sang Lim' s A Modern History of Africa 

Yoonsoo Kim 

O
k-Sang Lim has been referred to as one of the pioneering as

well as unique painters of the 1980' s. His uniqueness takes 

form in the way his work impacts our common sense and 

stereotypes. People say that modem art is beyond the scope of common 

sense or convention. Ok-Sang Lim fits this description and is a rarity in 

our art world 

The first and second private showings of his work gave a lasting 

impression as did his later works. For example, he used red earthen 

mounds as a background in his oriental landscapes, painted puddles in 

red in the middle of green fields, and made an oriental floor table from 

paper. His works, though inverted impressions of every day life, appear 

sur pr isingly normal. His most recent ly completed work is a n  

unimaginably monstrous scroll painting, 1.5 meters in height and 50 

meters in width entitled 'A Modem History of Africa'. The size and title 

of this painting definitely help to qualify it as a major happening in the 

modern art world. 

Lim is well known for his  reactionary and powerful works 

seldom paralleled in art history. He paints with the power of a bulldozer 

and free from obstacles.  Any body that sees his paintings i s  

overwhelmed b y  the scope of his labor. However, above all, he refuses 

to follow any artistic systems or customs, including modernism. This is 

not a gesture of another a¥ttn guard painter. He feels that art is the 
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product of a total social relationship and should be used much like 

other everyday necessities. Artists are not unlike farmers or factory 

workers. His belief gradually deepened and enlarged, reaching the status 

quo during the political turbulence and ignorance of the 80' s. Thus, he 

tried to refuse the world of imagination and originality, the most 

precious tenants of the art world. Paradoxically, Mr. Lim may be the 

most individualistic, imaginative, and original painter of his time. His 

imagination is not personal fantasy nor is it an unlimited freedom of 

mind. Rather, his is more of a sociologically based imagination. A 

Modern History of Africa is a product of his strength, labor, point of 

view, and this type of imagination. 

To be exact, the painting depicts the fate of the African people 

from the perspective of world history, showing their suffering and the 

reality of their situation. The painting is, as previously mentioned, a 

scroll huge in scale, and has therefore been separated into three pieces 

for the sake of convenience. One can recognize the time of completion 

of each of the sections. 

The first section depicts the entrance of Christianity into rich 

and peaceful African life followed by the struggle against imperialist 

colonialization. New nations also struggled, and there were civil wars 

over ideology and colonial modernization. All of this, plus the threat 

from new and various weapons - all this suffering and conflict 



abounding in Africa is packed onto the canvas. 

The second section of this vast work depicts many scenes - from 

uprooted Africans crossing the seas and arriving in the colonizing 

mother country - the 'free world', to the ensuing povertization of the 

cities due to the extreme discrimination and oppression of this free 

world, to the discrimination and oppression that forced many uprooted 

Africans to become thieves or work as narcs for the police. As a result, 

the very humanity of the African people was destroyed. These events, 

up to the summit meeting of world powers that failed to address Africa' 

s problems, are captured on the second section. Indeed, this section 
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shows the position and realities of African people mainly in Europe at 

the time. 

The third section depicts the awakening and ensuing struggle of 

the descendants of the Africans brought over to America by slave 

traders against the powerful ruling establishment. African Americans, 

finally, are shown as being used as the military spearhead of  

colonialistic U.S. maneuvers into the third world. 

Lim concludes this work by depicting Africans in traditional 

dress viewing their brothers killed in battle. Is he perhaps depicting the 

reincarnation of Africa, or merely a mourning scene? Is an Africa for 



. MODERN HISTORY OF AFRICA 

Africans coming? Lim said that his heart "really went out to blacks 

leading a miserable existence in France who, treated very poorly by 

western society, had no place to go. Their progression and history 

provided the motivation and the concept fpr this work." 

The first section was painted over two years and exhibited in 

France. However, the real motivation for this painting, according to 

him, was to look at African history and reflect on Korea' s history as a 

third world country. What he said above was said to aid those who 

questioned his reasons for painting Africa. The second and third 

section were painted in Korea over the course of two years. Finally, this 

50 >< 1 000cm, Acrylic on Paper, 1984-8 6 
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panoramic work was completed. 

Lim' s intention is not to depict the fate of Africans, a fate 

smeared with blood and suffering, nor to depict western discrimination. 

Rather, he wanted to show that there can be an Africa for Africans 

now that colonialism and imperialism have come to a distinct end. 

From the perspective of the third world, a peaceful Africa was 

plundered, its people used much like livestock, and the country was 

infringed upon. These actions, all criminal, were inflicted upon Africa 

by invading imperialist forces. At the same time, our attention is 

attracted to the recognition of the position of the third world today, 



MODERN HISTORY OF AFRICA- l'ildetail), 150 x l 000cm, Acrylic on Paper, 1984-86 
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including Korea, and its political, e conomic, and cultural situation. 

Depending on the person, this work may pause the questions of 

whether or not it sufficiently captures the perspective of the third 

world, the realities of the new colonialization of Africa today, their 

struggle for liberation, or the will and hope of the people. This is linked 

with the question of the appropriateness of the historical events, 

important facts, and the selection of details contained in the painting. 

But, this painting is not simply a historical representation or knowledge 

put to paper. Nor is it to show a composite of modern African history 

through a wealth of historical events, important details, images and 

symbols. Also, there is the problem of how each different individual 

event, scene, or image is divided up and connected. Regardless, the 

most important thing is that Lim didn't do this painting for learned 

people or people that have a particular interest in art, but for the 

general public. Perhaps taking these things into consideration, Lim' s 

outstanding artistic ability and skill are more easily recognizable -

choosing events and formulating and connecting images. 

Looking at form and technique, this painting gives the general 

impression of a g iant work. The scroll, of course, was not his  

conception. 'KangSanMoonJinDo'(Endless Rivers and Mountains), a 

traditional painting, had been painted on scroll much earlier. This type 

of painting is painted from the perspective of a tourist walking in the 

endless expanse of nature. Consequently, it is comparatively easier to 

paint if nature' s mountains, fields, rivers, and villages are painted 

consecutively. On the other hand, in order to paint a painting such as 

this, concentrating on history and mans' story, a great deal of labor and 

pain is required. 

Lim is examining historical events and facts, depicting them 
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using appropriate images or by splitting up and connecting groups of 

images naturally. When he paints, therefore, he uses facts, symbols, 

signs, abstract forms, and sometimes Roentgen and slide cuts. He also 

uses movie techniques such as 'long shots', close ups', and 'overlaps' 

boldly and properly. He not only utilizes these techniques, but he also 

paints scenes by episode and connects them naturally making the 

painting a pleasure to view. Of course this painting can not impress like 

a documentary or melodrama, but on the other hand, this painting can 

show things that they can not. Along similar lines, we wait to come 

face to face with a completed Modern Korean History' that is not based 

on analogy. 
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